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THE AGENDA

- DESIGN DISASTERS
- DISASTER SOLUTIONS
- SLOW SOLUTIONS
- HANDLING THAT GUY
Different Types of Disasters
Adobe has detected that the application Adobe Photoshop CS4 has unexpectedly quit.

A crash report has been generated. Adobe will use this crash report to help find a future solution to this problem.

- Always show this dialog.
- Don't show this dialog again and always send crashes to Adobe.
- Don't show this dialog again and never send crashes to Adobe.

Please note that the preference you choose will apply to all Adobe products and services.

Problem Description

In some cases, our engineers would like to receive additional information to help them resolve the problem. If you supply your complete email address in the field below, Adobe will be able to contact you if our engineers require more information or to notify you of a fix or workaround.

- Include email address in this report

Privacy Policy
Crash Data

Submit
is your friend... Use it often!
SAVE a layered COPY
PUT IT in the VAULT
...and don’t let it out!
If it doesn’t exist in 3 places...

IT DOESN’T EXIST
THE
F-WORD

...just don’t use it.
What you should do when...

WORK SLOWS DOWN

and it will... trust me!
SELL the DEADBEATS
GO LEARN NEW STUFF
Expand your creative mind!
REBRAND

yourself
LOOK

Around for

INSPIRATION

& COPY IT!

it'll make you better!
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE
How to deal with...

THAT GUY!

you know... the client that you hate.
PICK YOUR BATTLES

Not all clients are looking for a fight!
KILL THEM
with kindness
GET YOUR MONEY UP FRONT!
LEARN HOW TO SAY YOU'RE FIRED!
ANY QUESTIONS?
USE THE COUPON CODE:

DISASTERFREE

40% OFF WEBDESIGN.COM MEMBERSHIP
valid until 08/22/11
THANK YOU.
please come again.